
 

Misc.(Bail) Case No. 140 of 2021 
 
 

03-06-2021    This is an application u/s 439 Cr.P.C. filed by Md. Amir 

Hussain, seeking bail for accused Mustt. Jerifa Begum, in connection 

with Dhekiajuli PS Case No. 199/21 u/s 371/342 of the IPC, 

corresponding to GR Case No. 1282/21.  

    I have heard the learned lawyers appearing for both 

sides. Also gone through the contents of the case diary.  

     It is to be noted that this Court on 10-05-2021 rejected 

the bail prayer of accused Jarifa Begum after perusal of the case diary. 

Now, this fresh bail application has been filed seeking bail for accused 

Jarifa Begum without any new grounds.  

    The only contention of the learned counsel appearing for 

accused Jerifa Begau is that she has been languishing in jail since 14-

04-2021 leaving behind her minor children in the house. In her absence, 

the minor children are facing grave difficulties. Therefore, learned 

counsel insists for bail citing only the period of detention in judicial 

custody.  

    Having gone through the contents of the case diary, this 

court is not impressed with the submissions of the learned counsel 

appearing for accused on the ground that both the girls had been 

cleverly lured by accused under the guise of providing them job and 

handsome earnings at Guwahati.  

     As narrated by both the victim girl before the Magistrate 

u/s 164 Cr.P.C. both the girls went to Guwahati at the instance of 

accused who eventually engaged both the girls for the purpose of 

prostitution or illegal intercourse with any persons by taking them to a 

dark room where they noticed girls and other male persons, but coming 

to know about the illegal intent of the accused they somehow escaped. 

Therefore, from the case diary, it is seen that the girls were taken to 

Guwahati for the purpose of trafficking at the behest of the accused 



 

Jerifa Begum. Jerifa Begum appears to be kin pin who trafficked the 

innocent and poor girls with ill intent.     

      Therefore, considering the nature of gravity of the offence 

alleged, the prayer for bail stands rejected.  

       Let the case diary be returned.    

    The bail application is accordingly disposed off.  

    

 
                                 (C.B. Gogoi) 

        Sessions Judge,                
                           Sonitpur::Tezpur. 

 
  

 

 
 

 


